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Analyzing Medical Personnel’s Perceptions of Online Health Rumors

Jeremy Soon Jia Qi, Snehasish Banerjee, Alton Y. K. Chua

Abstract—The purpose of this paper is to analyze medical personnel’s perceptions of online health rumors as a function of two factors: rumor type, and the presence of counter-rumors. The two types of rumors include dread rumors that warn of dangerous consequences, and wish rumors that inform about potential benefits. Counter-rumors are messages that refute rumors. A total of 60 participants (20 doctors + 20 nurses + 20 medical students) were recruited to take part in an experiment. They were exposed to cancer-related dread and wish rumors—some accompanied with counter-rumors while others without counter-rumors. The participants’ perceptions that were examined include intention to trust, and intention to share. These were measured using a questionnaire. A 2 (rumor type: dread, wish) x 2 (presence of counter-rumors: present, absent) factorial analysis of variance was conducted for data analysis. The results indicate that dread rumors were trusted and shared more compared with wish rumors. Besides, counter-rumors were effective in reducing intention to trust and share rumors, especially for dread rumors. Nonetheless, the medically trained participants were generally reluctant to view online health rumors favorably.

Index Terms—Counter-rumor, doctor, health, online rumor, share intention, trust intention

I. INTRODUCTION

RUMORS are unverified information that create unnecessary panic and anxiety among people [1], [2]. They often arise as a result of the public’s attempt to collectively make sense of the world. In situations where information is incomplete or unknown, rumors arise as a way to help people fill their knowledge gaps. Based on the emotional needs that rumors express, they are broadly classified as either dread or wish. A dread rumor warns about a potentially negative outcome (e.g., causes of cancer) whereas a wish rumor informs about a potentially beneficial consequence (e.g., ways to cure cancer) [2], [3], [4].

Rumors specifically related to the health domain are quite common. For example, the false rumor that measles-mumps-rubella (MMR) vaccination causes autism is known to hinder MMR eradication [5], [6]. The recent outbreak of the Zika virus has spawned numerous rumors which the World Health Organization actively seeks to dispel through a dedicated website [7]. Meanwhile, medical personnel are dealing with patients who have easy access to health information due to the Internet, which also serves as a breeding ground for rumors. This calls for finding ways to manage online health rumors [8].

On the scholarly front, the focus has been on factors that fuel rumor-mongering on the Internet. Some of these factors include anonymity, lack of effective gatekeeping, and low personal accountability in sharing information online [9], [10]. Additionally, the ways in which rumors are perceived by people could also affect the extent to which such unverified messages spread. In general, Internet users who trust rumors tend to share the entries with others via social media [3], [11].

Another emerging strand of rumor research suggests that rumors spread can be mitigated with the bombardment of counter-rumors. Counter-rumors are messages that deny or refute rumors. Although their practical applications have not been widely explored, their theoretical effectiveness appears promising [12], [13].

Despite such existing scholarly efforts, an understanding about medical personnel’s perceptions of health rumors is currently missing in the rumor literature. This research gap is significant because medical personnel play an important role in dealing with patients who are exposed to health rumors on the Internet. How effectively they are able to dispel rumors is largely dependent on their own perception of the unverified information in the first place [3].

Therefore, the objective of this paper is two-fold: to investigate medical personnel’s perceptions of online health rumors, and to analyze the role of counter-rumors in shaping such perceptions. For the purpose of this paper, medical personnel include doctors, nurses, and medical students. Perceptions are studied in terms of intention to trust, and intention to share rumors. Both dread rumors and wish rumors are used for investigation.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

Rumors are information without secure evidence, and with doubt about their veracity. They are commonly classified as either dread rumors that warn about negative outcomes, or wish rumors that inform about beneficial consequences [1], [2], [3], [4].

Varying characteristics of rumors such as their length, or the presence of accompanying images have been shown to
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affect people’s perceptions of dread and wish rumors differently [4]. Prior works particularly found dread rumors to be more prevalent, and perceived as being more compelling compared with wish rumors [11]. However, relatively little is known about the ways in which dread and wish rumors related to the health domain are viewed by medical personnel.

In an attempt to reduce rumor spread, the notion of counter-rumors has been proposed in recent years. Specifically, works such as [12] and [13] suggested that exposure to counter-rumors can reduce people’s belief in rumors, and their likelihood to spread rumors. However, counter-rumors often do not spread extensively until the original rumors have gained traction on the Internet. By then, counter-rumors could have lost their intended effectiveness because they are divorced from the time and context under which the original rumors emerged [12]. Moreover, correcting entrenched beliefs is always an uphill task. Hence, in the ideal situation, whenever rumors start to spread, counter-rumors ought to be juxtaposed against these rumors, and aggressively propagated too.

This paper seeks to extend previous works by examining how counter-rumors affect intention to trust and share rumors, specifically those related to the health domain, among a specialized target population, namely, medical personnel. Intention to trust is defined as individuals’ willingness to believe that the information provided by a given rumor is true [14], [15]. On the other hand, intention to share is defined as individuals’ willingness to disseminate a given rumor with others [16], [17].

Previous works have found that people are more likely to share a rumor if they trust it. Dread rumors are shared as a way of defusing one’s own discomfort and anxieties. In contrast, wish rumors could be shared to validate one’s anticipation of potential satisfaction [11]. People would naturally avoid sharing rumors that they do not trust as it would lead to needless agitation in the case of dread rumors, or disappointment of false hope in the case of wish rumors. It could be interesting to examine how the interplay between the type of rumors—dread or wish—and the presence of counter-rumors affect people’s perceptions in rumor-mongering.

III. RESEARCH METHODS

This paper collected data from 60 participants, divided equally among doctors, nurses and medical students. They were recruited for an experiment using snowball sampling from a public hospital in Singapore.

In the experimental setting, the participants were asked to imagine coming across some eight health rumors, specifically related to cancer, on the Internet. The topic of cancer was chosen because cancer is the leading cause of death in Singapore accounting for 29.70% of deaths in 2015 [18]. Moreover, previous studies on rumors have also studied cancer, making it a viable option for investigation [3].

The eight rumors were randomly chosen from two popular rumor verification websites that included Snopes.com and TruthOrFiction.com. All the chosen rumors were verified to be false by medical experts. The rumors are provided later in the Appendix.

Four of the eight entries were dread rumors while the rest were wish rumors. The dread-wish categorization of rumors was verified with the help of three coders. They familiarized themselves with the definition of dread and wish rumors. Next, they were given the rumors, and asked to annotate the entries as either dread or wish. Unanimous agreement among the coders ensures the validity of the categorization.

Additionally, half of the entries contained rumors only while the other half included rumors followed by counter-rumors that stated, “The above message is a hoax. Please don’t spread rumor.” To control for order effects and employ counterbalancing, a balanced Latin Square design was employed [19].

For each of the eight entries, the participants’ intention to trust rumors, and intention to share rumors were obtained on a scoring scale that ranged from 1 (least likely) to 5 (most likely). Two questions were used to measure intention to trust (Cronbach’s $\alpha = 0.92$) while another two questions were used to measure intention to share (Cronbach’s $\alpha = 0.96$).

To analyze the interplay between rumor type and the presence of counter-rumors in affecting the participants’ intention to trust and share rumors, a 2 (rumor type: dread, wish) x 2 (presence of counter-rumors: present, absent) factorial analysis of variance (ANOVA) was conducted. In the analysis, rumor type (dread = 1, wish = 0), and the presence of counter-rumors (present = 1, absent = 0) were the two independent variables. The analysis was done with intention to trust, and intention to share as the two separate dependent variables.

IV. RESULTS

Table I presents the descriptive statistics pertaining to the participants’ (N = 60, age in years $= 25.28 \pm 3.83$, professional experience in years $= 2.78 \pm 3.80$) intention to trust and share rumors. In particular, intention to trust dread rumors in the presence of counter-rumors ($1.15 \pm 0.36$) was lower than that in the absence of counter-rumors ($1.65 \pm 0.86$). Similarly, intention to share dread rumors in the presence of counter-rumors ($1.08 \pm 0.34$) was lower than that in the absence of counter-rumors ($1.42 \pm 0.72$).

Besides, intention to trust wish rumors in the presence of counter-rumors ($1.10 \pm 0.41$) was lower than that in the absence of counter-rumors ($1.17 \pm 0.41$). However, intention to share wish rumors in the presence of counter-rumors ($1.08 \pm 0.36$) was similar to intention to share wish rumors in the absence of counter-rumors ($1.08 \pm 0.36$).

The factorial ANOVA indicated a statistically significant interaction between rumor type and the presence of counter-rumors in affecting intention to trust; $F(1, 476) = 19.44, p < 0.001$. The simple effect of rumor type—F(1,
The scale used for the scoring system ranged from 1 to 5, and none of the mean scores exceeded two. Unsurprisingly, intention to trust and share online health rumors among medical personnel were also statistically significant. Fig. 1 presents the interaction plot for intention to trust rumors.

Likewise, the factorial ANOVA indicated a statistically significant interaction between rumor type, and the presence of counter-rumors in affecting intention to share; F(1, 476) = 32.00, p < 0.001. The simple effect of rumor type—F(1, 476) = 14.71, p < 0.001—and that of the presence of counter-rumors—F(1, 476) = 16.24, p < 0.001—also emerged as being statistically significant. Fig. 2 presents the interaction plot for intention to share rumors.

V. DISCUSSION

Three findings are gleaned from the results. First, medical personnel are unlikely to view online health rumors, either dread or wish, favorably. This is evident from the low mean scores for intention to trust and share as shown in Table I. The scale used for the scoring system ranged from 1 to 5, and none of the mean scores exceeded two. Unsurprisingly, intention to trust and share online health rumors among medical personnel as identified in this paper seemed lower compared with that among the general populace as found in previous works such as [3], [4], and [12]. This finding supports the proposition that medically trained persons are less likely to buy into health rumors vis-à-vis the general public. Given that this paper is one of the earliest to investigate medical personnel’s perceptions of health rumors, it contributes to the literature by confirming their role in curbing the spread of unverified health-related messages on the Internet.

Second, medical personnel are more likely to trust and share dread rumors vis-à-vis wish rumors. Perhaps, the medically trained participants recruited in the experiment were confident of their knowledge about how to treat cancer. Hence, they were hardly taken in by wish rumors promising miraculous cures for cancer. On the other hand, dread rumors were trusted and shared perhaps because the participants adopted a better-safe-than-sorry approach [20].

When there is insufficient knowledge about an issue, one should take care to avoid harm. This finding is consistent with prior works such as [11] that found dread rumors to be trusted more compared with wish rumors.

Third, counter-rumors are effective in reducing people’s intention to trust and share rumors. This is consistent with recent previous works [12], [13]. In addition, it was found that the presence of counter-rumors lowered intention to trust and share by a greater margin for dread rumors vis-à-vis wish rumors. This finding augments previous research by highlighting that counter-rumors perhaps work better in the case of dread rumors than for wish rumors.

VI. CONCLUSION

The paper examined medical personnel’s perceptions of health rumors—dread and wish—in the presence, and in the absence of counter-rumors. An experiment was conducted by recruiting doctors, nurses, and medical students. The results indicated that the medically trained participants were unlikely to trust or share rumors. Nonetheless, they seemed relatively more likely to trust and share dread rumors vis-à-vis wish rumors. Moreover, counter-rumors were effective in reducing trust and share intention particularly for dread rumors.

On the scholarly front, this paper is significant as it examines perceptions of online health rumors among medically trained participants. The results lent support to previous works on the effectiveness of counter-rumors in reducing intention to trust and share rumors.

On the practical front, this paper highlights the role that medical personnel can play in curbing the effect of health rumors. Medical experts could issue counter-rumors to refute rumors on the Internet [13]. Websites that allow seeking medical information could use counter-rumors as educational materials to alleviate unnecessary panic and anxiety among patients and caregivers.

The findings need to be interpreted in the context of the paper. Since it recruited medically trained participants in Singapore via snowball sampling, the findings may not be easily generalizable. Furthermore, the rumors chosen for the experimental setting were related to cancer. These limitations could be addressed in future research to further broaden the rumor literature.
Appendix

The eight cancer-related rumors used in the experiment are as follows:

Rumor 1 (dread): Soy food products are linked to thyroid cancer.

Rumor 2 (dread): Drinking cold water after meals will lead to cancer.

Rumor 3 (dread): The ingredient sodium lauryl sulfate poses a significant cancer risk to shampoo users.

Rumor 4 (dread): Freezing plastic water bottles causes them to release carcinogenic dioxins into the fluids they contain.

Rumor 5 (wish): Lemons can help ward off and cure cancer.

Rumor 6 (wish): Asparagus has miraculous cancer-fighting properties.

Rumor 7 (wish): The fruit from the graviola tree is a miraculous natural cancer cell killer.

Rumor 8 (wish): Kerosene can be used to cure cancer and other blood diseases.
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